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PLATE 1 2 3. 
Reservoirs and regulated lakes, existmg and under constructiOn as of 1954---------------------------------------------12
3. Reservoirs required to assure flow equal to present median The destiny of the Nation's water supply is currently a topic of frequent concern in the popular and quasi-techniCal press. Overly pessimistic writers imply or all but conclude that, within the foreseeable future, much of the United States will have dissipated its available water by consuming it or by grossly polluting it and that consequently industrial expansion must cease at one place or another, irrigated agriculture will wane or even vanish, and social evolution will retrograde. On the other hand, overly optimistic writers foresee no such stringencies within the next several centuries. In considerable part, such implications have come about by treating extreme situations as though they were average or usual, by projecting trends that are not wholly relevant, or by assuming that a given volume of water can be "used" only once (the pessimistic view) or can be reused an infinite number of times (the optimistic view).
floW--------------------------------------------------
With an appreciation that he may be oversimplifying, the wnter ventures that the United States can be assured of sufficient water of acceptable quality for essential needs within the early foreseeable future, provided that it ( 1) informs itself, much more searchingly than it has thus far, in preparation for the deciswns that can lead to prudent and rational management of all its natural water supplies; (2) is not deluded into expecting a simple panacea for watersupply stringencies that are emerging; ( 3) finds courage for compromise among potentially competitive uses for water; and ( 4) accepts and can absorb a considerable cost for new water-management works, of which a substantial part will need be bold in scale and novel in purpose.
Although this general appraisal is derived for the conterminous United States in particular, it is equally valid for Hawaii and Alaska. Components of this generalization now will be examined at some length.
2 HAS THE UNITED STATES ENOUGH WATER? ELEMENTS OF WATER SUPPLY
Nearly all the fresh water naturally available to man IS derived £rom precipitation. Over the United States, excluding Alaska and I-Iawan, this ultimate source averages about 1.4 mgd per m1 2 (milhon gallons per day per square mile), or 30 mches a year. 0£ this, about 1 0 mgd per mi 2 (21lf2 Inches a year) returns to the atmosphere as water vapor-by evaporatiOn £rom water surfaces and wetlands and by evapotranspiration o£ vegetation (native and cultivated). The remainder, about 0.4 mgd per mi 2 ( 8lf2 Inches a year), sustains the flow o£ streams and contributes 'to ground storage (Langbein, 1949) . This remainder constitutes the water potentially available £or withdrawal to serve man's uses; It IS equivalent to constant flow o£ 1,200,000 mgd ( milhon gallons per day) or 1,900,000 c£s (cubic feet per second) .
In this paper, quantities o£ water are stated usually In millions o£ gallons per day. , and the greater amounts fall on the higher parts of the rugged terram. Seasonal maximum comes in midwinter; summer precipitatiOn 1s nominal. Variation from month to month and from year to year IS extreme. Here, softwood timber thrives on the better watered uplands and affords a profitable crop from lands not suited to most agricultural pursuits. On the low lands, only the hardiest of forage and grain crops can be grown widely without irrigation. Here the geographic distribution of precipitation and that of arable land are mismatched. In this proVInce, therefore, except In a very local sense, the overriding purpose of management must be so to conserve water that it can be used at a remote place and a later time, in relatwn to place and time of precipitation. It IS owing to these and other disparities m precipitatiOn, and in the water supphes which precip1tatwn generates, that the necessities of water-supply management differ so greatly from one regwn to another.
EVAPORATION AND TRANSPIRATION
In the sense that precipitation constitutes gross water supply, evaporation from open-water surfaces-from lakes, reservoirs, streams, ponds, and bogs-and transpiration through vegetation constitute a preemptive, and heavy, tax by Nature. Man can do relatively httle to diminsh the tax; he gains some advantage from it by substituting marketable vegetatiOn for native species that are not marketable. Man increases the tax whenever he enlarges natural open-water areas or creates such areas artificially and whenever he irrigates land that naturally IS "dry." Evapotranspiration-that is, the sum of evaporation from wetted surfaces and of transpiration by vegetation-aver- At such rates, the aggregate loss from open-water surfaces is substantial. Meyers {1962) estimates that it averages 21,100 mgd {23,641,000 acre-feet per year) from the 17 Western States, distributed as follows: From 51 prinCipal reservoirs and regulated lakes, 8,090 mgd or 38 percent of the aggregate; from 600-odd other prinCipal reservoirs and regulated lakes, 2,890 mgd ; from other lakes exceeding 500 acres in area, 1,770 mgd; from principal streams and canals, 3,950 mgd; from small ponds and reservOirs, 3,010 mgd; and from small streams, 1,400 mgd. Per year, this loss from pnncipal reservoirs, regulated lakes, small reservoirs, and ponds amounts to 8.1 percent of the total usable storage capacity.
Potential evapotranspiratiOn-that which would occur under optimum soil-water conditions and optimum vegetal cover-generally is somewhat less than potential evaporation. As estimated by Thornthwaite {1952), potential evapotranspiration ranges about from 18 Inches per year in the Rocky Mountain province to 60 inches per year In Death Valley and the lower basin of the Colorado River.
The crucial aspect of evapotranspiration is that it may, and over extensive areas commonly does, exceed precipitation. In oversimplified prinmple, if potential evapotranspiration exceed precipitatiOn, the potential moisture requirement of vegetation is not satisfied in full, and water is not available for overland flow to streams. In other words, the climate is arid. Conversely, if evapotranspiratiOn Is less than precipitation, runoff is generated perennially. These generalizations are acceptable only as first approximations. Actually, some runoff may occur even though concurrent potential evapotranspiration is not satisfied-perennially or intermittently m the arid regwns and intermittently in the humid regions. This situation can occur if:
( 1) Some runoff is generated by effluent ground-water seepage and {2) if the rate of precipitation exceeds infiltration capacity of the soil so that, however great evapotranspiration may be, part of the precipi-ELEMENTS OF WATER SUPPLY 5 tation is rejected at the land surface and becomes immediate overland flow.
Plate 2 shows mean potential for perennial yield of withdrawable water-that is, average precipitation minus average potential evapotranspiration. Notable is the relatively large area of water deficiency in the western regions-specifically, the area in which potential evaporation and potential transpiration exceed precipitation and which ordinarily does not contribute perennially to water yield. This area encompasses the westernmost part of the Central Lowland and virtually all the Great Plains; much of the Rocky Mountains, the Columbia and Colorado Plateaus, and the Basin and Range province; and a considerable part of the Pacific Border province In California. Conversely, essentially all the eastern half of the 48 States Is an area of potential water surplus which contributes to perennial water yield; there, evaporation and transpiration are exceeded by precipitation.
In the western region of general water deficiency, areas of potential water surplus exist only over the higher and mountainous uplands and over intermountain lowlands northward from San Francisco Bay. These discontinuous and relatively inextensive areas generate nearly all the perennial streamflow in theW est.
Being based on average yearly precipitation and evapotranspiration, the areal pattern of plate 2 is itself an average. The areas of surplus or deficiency enlarge and diminish reciprocally from one season to another and from a wet year to a dry year. However, the major feature of the pattern persists-a water-plentiful or humid East and a water-deficient or arid West.
STREAMFLOW
The preemptive tax of evaporation and transpiration having been satisfied, the remainder of the gross water supply (precipitation) sustains the sources from which man can withdraw fresh water for his uses. These sources are the streams, natural lakes, manmade reservoirs, and bodies of ground water. Over any long term of years, neither lakes, reservoirs, nor ground-water bodies increase the freshwater supply potentially available in the streams, except to the extent that they may be unwatered permanently (a ground-water body thus unwatered is said to be "mined"). Thus, for the purposes of this report, it suffices to measure use and prospective demand of water against streamflow alone.
On the average, aggregate flow of the streams is about 8lf2 inches a year or 0.4 mgd per mi 2 • This flow is fivefold greater than present withdrawals of water for use and twentyfold greater than consump-6 HAS THE UNITED STATES ENOUGH WATER? tion in use. However, the companson IS meaningless because both use and supply of water (In this Instance, streamflow) are neither uniform from place to place nor constant In time. Indeed, the variability of streamflow IS a basic obstacle to full use of all streams ; some principal facets of this obstacle are summarized below and are shown by plate 3.
Different regions yield greatly different quantities of streamflow : A minimum from the arid Southwest and a maximum from the PaCific Northwest. Among Individual stream basins, maximum yield (per unit of area) IS roughly 200-fold greater than the minimum. In contrast, in the humid East, maximum yield IS less than tenfold greater than the minimum. There are other contrasts of interest: 66 percent of the streamflow occurs east of the Mississippi River (tributaries of the MISSISSippi from the west excluded); the relatively small Pacific Northwest, which Includes the Columbia River and other Pacific slope streams In Washington and Oregon, yields 13 percent of the streamflow from all the 48 conterminous States, and 72 percent of that from all the Pacific slope; this yield of Pacific Northwest streams is 1.1-fold greater than that of all tributaries to the Mississippi from the west and 3.1-fold greater than that of western Gulf streams. These geographic variatiOns in stream yield match neither present nor prospective patterns of water use.
As has been implied, most streamflow in the West is generated on uplands and but little is generated on lowlands. Yet man's occupancy is almost exclusively in the lowlands. Here, then, the water supply must be managed at places remote from points of use.
In virtually all streams, flow varies from one year to another, from one season to another, and even from one hour to another. This variability is of paramount consequence to use of the stream by man because, unless flows are regulated artificially, assured withdrawal can be no more than natural minimum flow and, if the variability is large, a major part of the total flow may pass unused. An example of a river having minimum variability is the St. Lawrence River, whose jlow is regulated naturally by the very large storage capacity of the Great Lakes. On this stream, maximum yearly flow is only 1.5-fold greater than the minimum; maximum monthly flow, 2 0-fold greater. (See pl. 3.) In contrast, in numerous principal streams, maximum yearly flow is fivefold or more greater than the minimum, and maximum monthly flow is tenfold or more greater. Flows so variable occur In streams both large and small They are notably common in streams of the Great Plains province, the western part of the Gulf Coastal Plain, and the southern part of the Basin and Range and Pacific Border proVInces.
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VariatiOn of flow with the seasons may or may not be a disadvantage-a disadvantage when greatest flow and greatest use occur in different seasons but an advantage when they fall in the same season.
The extreme events of fluctuating streamflow are floods and droughts. Both recur at Irregular intervals of time. Floods are of short duration, but commonly their volume is much greater than can be contained practiCally by reservoirs. In this situation, flood management aims at passing the excess volume downstream with a minimum of damage but, also, with little or no use. The water so passed and unavailable for use may be a considerable part of total streamflow. Floods are especially troublesome In Atlantic slope basins northward from the Chesapeake Bay; In the Ohio River, Missouri River, and lower main-stem segments of the Mississippi River basin; and also in the Columbia River basin and other parts of the Pacific slope.
By definition, drought is an event more prolonged or notably more severe than the ordinary dry season. Thus, even though it may occur infrequently, commonly It Induces the greatest withdrawals of water and so limits the assured capability of water-supply systems. Drought has been most notable over parts of the Great Plains, Basin and Range, and southernmost Pacific Border provinces.
To the extent that his requirements exceed natural minimum streamflow, man must suppress these geographic and temporal variations of water yield. The principal and all but exclusive means to this end is detaining streamflow In reservoirs during intervals of surplus flow and releasing the stored water during intervals of deficient natural flow. (See fig. 1 .) Even so, however, all the natural streamflow never can be captured and withdrawn, because reservoirs inevitably increase the open-water area from which evaporation preempts its toll. In other words, the ultimate water-supply capability of a stream basin is something less than its average natural yield. (See also Langbein, 1959 .) The difference between supply capability and average natural yield increases as the natural variability in streamflow increases, especially as the range widens between maximum and minimum yearly flows. (Present investigations indicate that, if a fatty-alcohol film can be maintained on the surface of a reservoir, evaporation will diminish moderately but will not be eliminated.)
Reservoirs cost money, and ordinarily the cost per unit volume of water they control increases as successive reservoirs are constructed in a given stream basin. Thus, limits of acceptable cost may also determine the extent to which man will suppress the natural variations of streamflow-that is, will "regulate" the flow-to increase 8 HAS THE UNITED STATES ENOUGH WATER? usable water supply. At this economic limit, an appreciable fraction of streamflow ordinarily will remam unused in the wetter years or seasons. FIGURE 1-Natural and regulated streamflow, Merced River at Exchequer, Calif )Usable capacity of the reservior here ls about 29 percent of the average yearly runoff The streamflow is regulated for generating hydroelectric power in one plant of a wide-flung system , the particular plant operates intermittently to provide "peaking capacity " Under regulation, both low flows and high flows of the natural regimen are diminished (60 percent of the time), but medium-range flows are mcreased (40 percent of the time) The regulated trow has been near the natural average 20 percent of the time and greater than the natural median about 60 percent of the time If this reservoir were operated to meet a continuous, steady demand (rather than an intermittent, fluctuating demand), the controlled flows would have been substantially less ELEMENTS OF WATER SUPPLY
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The limit of practicable streamflow regulation to increase dependable yield of water depends upon a complex of conditions unique to each stream basin. For the purposes of this report, it will be assumed that the greatest regulated yield that can be sustained continuously would, under conditiOns of natural flow, have been exceeded 50 percent of the time-in other words, that the limit of continuous regulated yield is about equal to median natural flow, regionwide. For no major stream of the United States has the water yield yet been so fully regulated; in one basin, that of the Colorado River, works now authorized or under construction will increase aggregate regulating capability almost to the assumed limit.
With water yield at the assumed perennial limit, from one-fourth to three-fourths of natural streamflow may be considered perennially usable; nationwide, somewhat more than half. This degree of perennial yield probably will not be reached on all major streams, but on some it probably can be exceeded feasibly. For clarity, it is emphasized that the precedrng discussion of streamflow regulation is wholly about achieving maximum perennial water yield. It should not be overlooked that regulation may be desirable for a purpose other than increased yield or may be justifiable for a purpose that sacrifices potential yield in some measure.
On most major streams, the assumed limit of continuous regulated yield cannot be achieved at a cost that currently is acceptable. However, acceptable cost of managing and regulating water sources will increase, inevitably and substantially. The writer believes that eventually construction of additional storage for greater regulated yield will be limited principally by major engineering complexities, competition with other potential uses for the land of reservoir sites, or competition with other objectives of stream management.
WATER-SUPPLY ELEMENTS BY REGIONS
The preceding discussion emphasizes the considerable variation of each water-supply element from one region to another. More meaningful values for the several elements can be derived according to water-resource regions of which each is relatively homogeneous in respect to water yield. Figure 2 shows the water-resource reg~ons that have been adopted for this report; in the main they are coextensive with the regions adopted by the Select Committee on National Water Resources. Tables 1, 2 , and 3 summarize water-supply components by these regions. 
New England. Colorado (1960) but adJusted to the value given by Douglas (1932, p 248) for aggregate area of land and water except "that part of th water area of the Great Lakes, the Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico/ the Pacific Ocean, and the Strait of Juan de Fuca that lS under the JUrisdiction o the United States" 2 and 3 -After US Weather Bureau (1959, 1960) , adJusted to dlStnbute apparent discrepancies among columns 2 to 5 4 -Column 2 mmus column 5 5 and 6 -Depleted runoff as of 1960 (after Oltman and others, 1960) plus water consumed in use as of 1960 (after MacKichan and Kammerer 1961) plus depletion by reservmrs (from table 2) "0n-5Ite" consumption of water here is excluded Such consumption-that isl by land-treatment procedures and structures, by swamps and wetlands, and by fisn hatchenes-has been estimated by Ehasberg (1960) 1960, however, this consumption lS very largely from naturally wet areas and is therefore more a component of Nature's preemptive "take" of water than an effect of activitles hy man In other words, current "on-51te" use lS not chargeable as a depletion or current runoff Here and elsewhere in this report, runoff and water yield credited to each of the several regiOns is that which onginates in the particular region Ten or the regions are parts of two maJor nver basins, those of the St Lawrence River and the Missis-SIPPI R1ver Thus, runoff cred1ted to the western Great Lakes and eastern Great Lakes cannot be accumulated to show mam-stem flow, because yield from the part of the basm in Canada is excluded Mam-stem flow of the MissiSsippi River may be determmed by accumulatmg yields from the eight regions involved, m downstream sequence 7 and 8 -After Oltman and others (1960) 9 -Percent of average
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306,000 113 6 384 383,000 Column !-Summarized from Thomas and Harbeck (1956) , includes those reservoirs and regulated lakes whose capacity is 5,000 acre-feet or more, generally without flashboards 2 -Column 1 divided by column 6 of table 1 For any single reservoir, this capacity ratio indicates the time required to impound or release a volume of water equal to the usable capacity, it assumes a rate equal to that of mean runoff Among the 19 regions, only in the upper Missouri-Hudson Bay and Colorado does usable capacity exceed average yearly runoff In 9 of the 19 regions, usable capacity is less than 10 percent of average yearly runoff-that is only a minor part of th~ water supply is provided by reservoirs These nine regions span 32 percent of the Nation's area-all the Atlantic slope and eastem Gulf areas, except New Eng· land, and also the Ohio, Upper Mississippi, Lower M1ssissippi, and Lower Missouri regions B.-Summarized from Thomas and Harbeck (1956) 4 -Column 1 divided by column 3, each converted to appropriate units Other factors being the same, the greater the effective depth, the smaller the proportion of stored water that evaporates 6 -Potential evaporation minus the depletion tbat would have occurred naturally had the reservoir not existed. This column is derived from table !-specifically, column 3 mmus column 4 of that table, or column 3 minus column 2 plus column 6 converted to yearly depth in feet.
6 -Column 3 multiplied by coiumn 5, and the product converted to mlllion gallons a day. 7 -Percent of usable capacity-that is, column 6 divided by column 1 As has been stated, the greater the effective depth, the less the percentage depletion, other factors being the same Note in pBrticular that per· centage depletion is greatest in the Delaware-Hudson region even though potential evaporation is comparatively small, presumably because effective depth is least In contrast, percentage depletion is small in the Colorado region even though potential evaporation is large, in this region, effective depth is severalfold greater than in any other of tbe regions 
New England _____________________ 8,500,000 11,400,000 170 Delaware-Hudson ____ ----___ ---__ 3,600,000 4,600,000 140 Chesapeake ___ ---__ ------_------__ 6,500,000 6,800, 000 130 South Atlantic-Eastern GulL ____ 25,400,000 30,700,000 140 Eastern Great Lakes ______________ 3, 600,000 4,100,000 100 Western Great Lakes _____________ 6, 500,000 6, 900,000 160 Ohio ___ ----------_----------------9,400,000 11,300,000 100 Cumberland-Tennessee ___________ 4,100,000 11,000,000 180 Upper MissiSsippi_ _______________ 8, 500,000 9,600,000 150 Lower Missi~pL ---------------4,600, 000 6,100,000 120 Upper Misso -Hudson Bay _____ 1, 000,000 26,600,000 000 Lower Missouri__ ___ --------------1, 700,000 2,100,000 90 Upper Arkansas-Red. __ ----------1,100,000 3,600, 000 240 Lower Arkansas-Red-White ______ 7,200,000 14,500,000 180 Western Gulf-Rio Grande-Pecos __ 3, 900,000 8,600, 000 150 Colorado __________________________ 390,000 11,700,000 1,040 3 -To nearest multiple of10 days See explanation of table 2, column 2 Note that, to assure flow equal to present median flow, usable storage capacity must exceed 25 percent of average natural yearly runoff in all regions, and exceed 50 percent in 6 of the 19 regions In two of the latter six -the Upper Missouri-Hudson Bay and Colorado regions-required usable capacity would be 2 5-fold and 2 8-fold greater than average yearly runoff, respectively Thus, in dry years, most of the streams in most of the regions would need to be regulated continuously to assure flow not less than present med1an flow As has been stated elsewhere natural median flow approaches the maximum perennial water supply that can be developed practicably under ordinary environmental and economic circumstances 4 -Order-of-magnitude estimate only The estimates take into account the expectation that future reservoirs will have greater effective depth and smaller percentage depletion 5 -Column 4 multiplied by column 5 of table 2, and the product converted to milllon gallons a. day 6 -Column 6 divided by column 2. RuraL ________________________________________ _
Public supplies --------------------------------SelC-supplled mdustrY-----------------·--·-----Irngation Conveyance los:,es _________________ ---------Dellvered to farms.-----------------------·
1--------1~-------1--------1---------
Totals (rounded) ____ ------·--------------
a 270,000 100 68,000 100
Thus, as of 1960, total consumptiOn of water In the course of use (68,000 mgd) was about 25 percent of the aggregate withdrawn from all water sources (270,000 mgd) but somewhat less than 6 percent of aggregate streamflow (1,200,000 mgd). Among the several categories of use, consumptiOn was about 2 3 percent of the withdrawal for selfsupplied Industry, 17 percent of that for public supplies, 55 percent of that for irrigatiOn, and 78 percent of the small withdrawal for rural uses.
Like streamflow, these uses of water fluctuate. Use from public supplies may Increase severalfold during summer, largely for watering grounds and for air conditioning; obviOusly this seasonal increase is greatest in the warmer and dner regiOns. As a whole, industrial use is relatively constant throughout the year, although locally and for certain industries-such as food processing-the water requirement is seasonal and fluctuates widely. Use for irrigation is almost wholly within the growing season and is virtually nil in 6 to 9 months of the year.
Seasonal fluctuation in water use is much greater in theW est, where most of the irrigation use occurs, and is of small consequence in the industrial East. In both the West and the East, however, a large I Water consumed by "on-site" uses compnses the effects of land treatment and structures, enlarged swamps and wetlands, and fish hatchenes In large part, water consumed by such uses is intercepted before it has entered a perennial stream, in other words, streamflow lS depleted even though water may not be Withdrawn in the usual sense Owing to past and present deplet10n of th1s kmd, accepted values ofstreamfiow as measured and pubhshed by the U S GeologlCal Survey presumably are smaller than natural flows '.rhus, present on-site consumptiOn is not charged as an encumbrance agrunst measured water supply However, the estimates of on-site consumpt10n as of 1980 and 2000 are for expected mcreases m such consumption, these must be charged against avallable supply as now measured
Munie1pal (public supphes) ••• ·------------------------
'On site" I ____ -------------·---------------------------_ -----------------------
1-------1------1-
Totals.----------------------------------·---·----
The estimates of water withdrawn and water consumed as of 1980 and 2000 are based on medium-level projectiOns of populatwn, economic activity, and water use (Wollman, 1960, p. 5-6) . They are accepted by the writer as credible first approximatiOns for comparison with estimates of assured supply. From 1960 to 2000, they embody increases per decade of about 11 percent In population; 19 percent In water withdrawn for public supplies, but 12 percent in water consumed by such use; 47 percent In water withdrawn but 66 percent in water consumed by Industry; and 14 percent in water withdrawn but 20 percent in water consumed In IrrigatiOn and rural uses.
Certain trends Implied by these projectiOns are noteworthy. Percapita withdrawal for public supplies would increase slightly but per-capita consumption would diminish 15 percent over the four decades. Such Improvement in efficiency of water use is possible and desirable, but it is neither assured nor, in the writer's judgment, easily realized. Per capita withdrawal by industry would increase 2.6-fold, per capita consumption 7.5-fold. These per capita increases seem inordinately large, although industry hkely will consume an increasing proportion of its water. Irrigation withdrawals would increase 1.7-fold, and irrigatiOn consumptiOn 2.1-fold. These projections imply that the efficiency of Irrigation use will decrease, whereas it should increase under technologic rmprovements.
According to Wollman's projections, by the year 2000 aggregate withdrawal would be no more than 7 4 percent of present streamflow; consumptiOn would be 29 percent of withdrawals and 21 percent of streamflow. Of course, these percentages do not indicate that all the projected demands for water can be satisfied without depletion of any stream. Any such inference would be false on several points, including: ( 1) It would presume that either water or persons and their uses of water can be transported freely and completely In order to balance total water supply against total demand. Transportation so free IS not practical. (2) It would presume that all the water yield that is surplus during the wetter seasons and years could be impounded and held for use during the drier seasons and years. As has been shown, the perennially dependable supply IS substantially less than the theoretical average supply in all stream basins. (3) It presumes that all water withdrawn but not consumed remains usable for any purpose. Actually, any use of water depreciates the quahty of the fraction not consumed; with repeated reuse, progressive depreciatiOn in quality eventually makes some fraction of the supply unusable for many purposes. ( 4) It does not take into account necessary on-site and in-channel uses-for hydroelectric power, diluting and transporting fluid wastes, navigation, depletion by reservoirs, habitat for fish and waterfowl, and recreation-which, in the aggregate, may be severalfold greater than withdrawal uses. Tables 6 and 7 fig. 2 .) Implicit in this comparison are certain generalizations and assumptions, as follows: 1. Assured water supply is equal to median natural streamflow; for all the 48 conterminous States this median would be about 54 percent of total streamflow. (Seep. 9.) Wollman {1960) and Eliasburg {1960) derive "maximum low flow(s) that can be sustained" which, for all the 48 coniPRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE USE OF WATER 17 terminous States, aggregate 92 percent of total natural runoff and for certain regions are as much as 98 percent. In the writer's judgment, sustained yields so great would be vutually impossible to ach1eve regiOn wide. 2. The potential yield of ground-water bodies can be realized only at the expense of an equal drmmution in streamflow, over the long haul. In other words, ground-water sources do not increase the aggregate potential supply of water. This fact would become literally true if total potential yield were being put to use. 3. As derived by Wollman (1960) and Eliasburg (1960) and accepted for this report, projected demands for water are not scaled to supplies. Rather, each potentia~ use or commitment of water is projected independently, as though it is preemptive; it is also projected according to estimated nationwide or regionwide requirement for the products derivable from the use. This basis leads to certain incongruously large projections, to which further reference will be made. 4. Biological oxygen demand (BOD) of municipal sewage and of industrial waste will be largely removed by treatment, and effluents from treatment plants will be diluted sufficiently to maintain dissolved oxygen at regionwide averages of 4 milligrams per liter. (This amount of dissolved oxygen is about the minimum for a satisfactory fish and wildlife habitat.) In the projections by W oilman and Eliasburg, the degree of waste treatment is either that which involves the least cost for treatment plant plus water for dilution or, in certain water-deficient regions, that which requires the least dilution. By these criteria, percentage BOD removal from sewage would range between 80 and 97.5 percent among the several regions; that from industrial wastes, between 50 and 97.5 percent. This degree of BOD removal is far greater than is now achieved regionwide. The greater of these BOD removals may not be achievable at acceptable costs; if not, requirements of water for dilution would be increased commensurately. 5. (a) Water allocated for in-channel uses-for hydroelectric power, waste dilution, navigation, habitat for fish and wildhfe, and recreation-also will satisfy all withdrawal uses. (b) The water allocated to the largest in-channel use will suffice for all such uses. (c) In consequence, maximum net commitment against potential supply is the sum of water consumed in off-channel and on-site uses plus that allocated to the largest, or dominant, inchannel use. Strictly, this latter generalization is not valid; as a first approximation, however, it is acceptable. 
DEMAND AND SUPPLY BY REGIONS
-
1,100 300 1,600 500
Delaware-Hudson ____________________ 500 1,000 500 2,000 -200 Ohio Upper MlSSlSSippl_ -------------------300 700 4,600 5,600 600
Lower MlssiSSlppL __ -----------------100 500 3,100 3, 700 300
Upper Great Basm _____ ---------------------100 300 6,100 6,500
Pac1fic Northwest_ ___________________ 500 900 13,600 15,000 200
Central and South Pacific ____________ 1,200 1,600 27,500 30,300 100
Less than 50 mgd Column 5,500 24,300 126,500 156,300 2 -Manufacturmg, 20,900 mgd over all the Umted States, steam-electnc power, 2,800 mgd, mlniDg, 600 mgd 3 -Chlefiy ungatwn 5 -Water that naturally would reach a c.;tream, but that I'! disc;Ipated by landtwatment practices or structures Quant1hes represent mcreases above thoSE' of 1954 and so are chargeable as depletions of runoff ('See note to table 1, columns 5 and 6) The negative quant1ty for the Delaware-Hudson region unpiles an mcrease m water yteld owmg to land-treatment measures 6 -Water di"Sipated from manmade wetland.c; and by fish hatchenes, both constructed after 1954, accordmgly, the quantities are chargeable as future depletiOns of streamflow 7 -From table 3, column 5 9 -Only the largest of potential in-channel water requirements is liSted on the assumptiOn that m-channel flow Will be suffiCient for all If the largest IS satiSfied 6,900 m-channelflow Maxrmwn Potential Supply-toprojected assured COm.DlltWetlands Reservorr Subtotal commitsupply ment depletiOn Use Amount ment ratio (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
--------------- 
122,680 --------821,700 1,100,600 634,700
58
Th1s assumpt1on may or may not be vahd Types of m-channel reqUirements mclude Hp, hydroelectnc power, Fs, sport fishmg habitat, Wd, waste dilutiOn, Nv, navigatiOn 11 -Sum of columns 4, 8, and 10 Such summatiOn IS vahd as a first approxrmation, provided the column 10 quantity IS severalfold greater than the sum of those m columns 4 and 8 If the column 10 component IS not severalfold greater, the column 11 summatiOn may be smaller than the flow requrred to satisfy both off-channel and m-cbannel uses 12 -Potential assured supply IS assumed equal to median natural flow As an approxrmat10n of th1s med1an, the column 12 quant1ty IS equal to column 8 from table 1, plus water consumed muse as of 1960 (after MacK1chan and Kammerer, 1961) , plus depletiOn by reservOirs as of 1954 (table 2, column 6) The note to table 1, columns 5 and 6, also applies In the MISSISSIPPI River basm, assured mam-stem supply can be approximated by accumulatmg supplies of the several regiOns mvol ved, less water consumed off-channel and on-site, m downstream sequence 13 -Column 12 dlv1ded by column 11 
--- Eastern Great Lakes __________________________ ----------- --0372  0228  0110  0710  2107  2 178 Western Central and South Pactfic. 
Delaware-Hudson ______________________ ------------------
HAS THE UNITED STATES ENOUGH WATER? Table 8 and . figure 3 summarize the preceding comparison. Briefly, potential assured supply exceeds projected commitment in three regions: New England, South Atlantic-Eastern Gulf, and Ohio. Only in these three is it expectable that water requirements for the economic and social evolution projected by W oilman and Eliasburg could be realized easily. In the remaining 16 regions, projected commitments exceed assured supply as here defined. 
wo.. The bar diagrams show, for the water-resources regions, water demand, as projected by Wollman (1960) and Ellasburg (1960) , expressed as percentage of assured supply Thus, tn a crude way, the height of bar Is proportional to expectable dlftlculty In satisfying the projected demand. 
HAS THE UNITED STATES ENOUGH WATER? COURSES OF ACTION
Obviously, pure water IS becoming a critical commodity whose abundance IS about to set an upper limit of economic evolutiOn in a few parts of the N atwn and inevitably will do so rather widely within half a century or less. Prudence requires that the Nation learn to manage Its water supplies boldly, Imaginatively, and with utmost efficiency. Time in whiCh to develop such competence IS all too short.
As the basis for water-management demswns that seem Imminently necessary, the N atwn has only a bare minimum of relevant information. Water facts of all kinds, In ever wider scope and ever greater detail, will be prerequisite to sound demswns So also will plans for alternative schemes for comprehensive water control and management and for corresponding schedules of cost-In dollars, In economic opportunities created on the one hand and foreclosed on the other, and In "second-generatiOn" problems that can be anticipated. Here the all-embramng plan, Immutable for all tune, rises as an enticing will-o'-the-wisp. In actuality, the process of Information gathering, deciswn, and action will never end. Each such cycle Inevitably will create the seed of an ensuing cycle, and successive cycles will deal with progressively more complex situatiOns and will be less susceptible to "crash" procedures.
No single course of actiOn can be a panacea for all water-supply Ills. Thus, the objectives of water-supply management must be varied from one situatiOn to another.
As one example, consider the case for desalting ocean water or other brines as a "new" source of fresh water, potentmlly In extremely large volume. Several effective techniques for desalting are established and are being refined. On a pilot-plant scale, the cost approaches but has not yet reached the target of $1 per thousand gallons of fresh-water product. It Is reasonable to expect that cost at pmnt of productiOn ultimately can be diminished to and below the target. However, considering the quantity of energy required for separating water from dissolved salts and, further, considering costs at whiCh energy 1easonably can be produced and applied to the separatiOn, the writer considers It highly unlikely that the overall cost of desalting ocean water can, in the foreseeable future, be diminished by an order of magnitude below the target-that is, to as little as 10 cents per thousand gallons. Actual use of desalted ocean water will involve an additional increment of cost-that of pumping from the desalting plant to the place of use against the head necessary for effective distribution.
In contrast, average costs In the United States in 1954 were about 18% cents per thousand gallons for pure, fresh water from muniCipal systems, comn10nly as little as one-tenth that amount for industrial and irrigation water, and about 8 cents for treating sewage. From one place to another, the approximate range in local costs was from 50 to 200 percent of the average. These costs Include operatwn, maintenance, and amortizatiOn of capital Investment. Those for municipally supphed 'Yater and for treating sewage were derived by the wnter from data by the U.S. Pubhc Health Service (1960 and 1960a) .
Thus, at current and prospective costs as mted above, fresh water obtained by desaltillg oceanic and other brines seems most unlikely to be universally advantageous. Desaltillg can, and probably will, compete economically as a source for municipal supply m areas along the Immediate coast where water from streams and other conventwnal sources IS unobtainable In adequate volume and where the salts that are removed can be returned to the ocean at httle cost. Probably it will compete also In denving usable supphes :from illland brackish waters; at illland Sites, however, disposal of the removed salts may be difficult and costly. Elsewhere, "rules of the market place" dictate that the principal course of future actwn be concerted management of the conventional surface-water and ground-water sources, including those now submarginal in cost.
Much water must be reclaimed from industrial and municipal wastes and reused several times. For such reclaimmg, desalting may prove feasible (Oltman and others, 1960) . Repeated reuse will become necessary throughout the East if projected consuming uses are to be satisfied from projected in-channel flows. Reuse diminishes withdrawal at the source but does not diminish consumptwn. Thus, reuse will not modify the demand-supply comparisons of table 6.
Over most of the West, except only the Pacific Northwest, projected commitment-that is, off-channel and on-site consumption plus dominant ill-channel flow-exceeds assured supply. There, the obvious alternatives are mther less consumption per unit of product or diminished production. There a considerable part of the commitment, even a major part, is consumption in agriculture, largely in urigatwn. There, substantially dimmished consumptwn Imphes improved effimency In Irrigation. Such improvement must be sought diligently; it will not easily be realized in a large measure.
Of on-site consumptwn, 68 percent of that projected for improving fish-and-wildhfe habitat occurs In four regions-South AtlanticEastern Gulf, Lower MisSISSippi, Upper Missoun-Hudson Bay, and Western Gulf-Rio Grande-Pecos (See table 6, column 6) Only ill the first of these regwns can this particular projection be reahzed concurrently With other proJected demands, each In full. In the remaining three regions, the respective projections are 42 percent, 87 percent, and 57 percent of potentml assured supply (as defined by the writer). In these three, and to a smaller degree in five additional Depletion by evaporation from water surfaces can, m principle~ be diminished also to the extent that streamflow can be regulated in natural underground reservoirs in lieu of manmade reservoirs on the land surface. Capability of underground reservoirs for water-supply management seems potentially large. Field studies to evaluate such capability and to establish procedures are urged.
'fhe potential for salvaging part of the water transpued by noneconomic native vegetation is In a sense analogous to suppression of evaporation from reservOirs, but differs in that a "new" water-supply component would be created. 'fhe quantity of this water is large; in the 17 Western States about 20,000 mgd is transpired by phreatophytes, plants withdrawing water that otherwise would reach a stream (Oltman and others, 1960) . Methods for eradicating phreatophytes at acceptable cost are under test, principally by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Bureau of ReclamatiOn. Field evaluation of the eradication in terms of increased water supply is pending.
A principal concern of the future will be with in-channel flows and, in particular, with flow for diluting wastes. It appears Implicit in the projections by W oilman ( 1960) and by Reid ( 1960) that nearly all wastes would be commingled with all the available water and that, with certain pretreatment of the wastes (p. 17) ~ dilution could be sufficient that the mixture would be usable for substanially all purposes. According to the projections in table 6, however~ water for dilution would be insufficient in most regions-definitely in Western Great Lakes, Upper Arkansas-Red, Western Gulf-Rio Grande-Pecos, and Central and South Pacific-and also to a smaller and variable degree in all other regions except the three in whlch assured supply exceeds projected commitment.
Means must be found to diminish the dilution requirement. Relief will not lie in more inclusive pretreatment of wastes, because the projections already assume a very large percentage removal of BOD. Measures alternative to dilution, that can be considered where and when need arises, include the following: 1. In metropolitan areas, separate distribution of high-purity water for intake by humans and animals, and of lower purity water for industrial purposes, fire protection, sanitary flushing, and the like. Native stream and ground waters would be conserved for the high-purity system; reclaimed waters could go to the lower purity system. Currently, somewhat less than 10 percent of all water used off-channel is in municipal-supply systems that require high purity. 2. Partial or complete removal of solutes from waste fluids, in effect diluting the waste sufficiently for general reuse. Practical means for so reclaiming waste waters should be sought with some sense of urgency. 3. Waste canals or pipelines, separated from stream channels and leading to off-channel disposal areas where feasible. Part of or all the wastes might be concentrated in some degree prior to disposal or they might even be desiccated. 4. Chemical disintegration or separate disposal, or both, of industrial wastes that do not oxidize under conventional treatment. These would include toxins and "exotic" wastes from the chemical and nuclear-energy industries, wastes that presumably will be produced in ever larger quantities. Measures such as those just outlined would be simplified if sources of the most troublesome wastes were segregated by area, preferably downbasin. Zoning of this sort has been recommended to delineate and conserve opportunities for outdoor recreation (U.S. Geological Survey, 1962) . It might best be realized through the local and State police powers, coupled with conservancy commissions of local, statewide, or even regionwide jurisdiction. Regionwide jurisdictions would preforce rest on interstate negotiations. Whatever its purpose, however, zoning is distasteful; probably, therefore, it will prove to be a last-resort tool in managing water supplies.
Commonly the dominant in-channel projection is for a purpose other than dilution of wastes-for fish and wildfowl habitat, for hydroelectric power, or for navigation. Locally, it might be for recreation. Commonly, also, it exceeds assured supply-for example, the projections for hydroelectric power in the Eastern Great Lakes and Pacific Northwest regions, those for navigation in the Mississippi and Missouri River basins, and that for fish and wildfowl habitat in the Colorado River basin. (See table 6.) These and other in -channel projections cannot be realized in full. Inevitably, realistic compromises must be reached among off-channel consumption, on-site consumption, and the several in-channel requirements and opportunities.
All these matters concern management of water supply In the engineering sense. Beyond them are related unresolved questions in the field of administrative management. What would be the most appropriate ultimate assignment of responsibility and authority over such unlike matters as inventory of unoommitted water resources, planning and construction for river regulation, allocation of the resource among potentially competitive and mutually exclusive uses, segregation and appropriate treatment or disp,osal of wastes~ Responsibility and authority now rest in many agencies-municipal, State, and Federal, but commonly are either too fragmentary or too specialized to encompass all the necessary courses of action. Is there some reasonable, workable compromise between this presently fractionated concern and overall authority assigned to a single governmental colossus~
Cost of water-supply management as here outlined will be large, obviously. How can this large cost be shared equitably among the individual user and taxpayer, the private entrepreneur of commerce or industry, and the many agencies of government~ Current legal rights of the individual to water or to its exclusive use could, if unmodified or unrestrained, greatly complicate watermanagement procedures of the year 2000. Should these rights, now absolute in most States, be relaxed to the end that a common advantage may be realized from a simpler, more effective procedure~ In another context, the writer has concluded that they will be so relaxed, by evolution (Piper, 1959) .
The title of this paper is a general question, "Has the United States enough water~" A comprehensive answer, binding as of the year 2000, is not possible from information at hand or in ear]y prospect. However, this paper has served its purpose if it has broken down the general question into correlative aspects and courses of early action. Definitive answers to the numerous residual questions must be found.
